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Everyone Welcome!  Monday July 21st 
New Members Orientation Begins: 6:30 pm.  Location: OMSI Planetarium  

General Meeting 7:30 pm.  Location: OMSI Auditorium  
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Trout Lake Star Party photo above courtesy Michael Minnhaar 

Moon photos below courtesy David Haworth 

Full Moon 
Aug 10 

First Quarter Moon 

Aug 03 
Last Quarter Moon 

Jul 19 

New Moon 
Jul 26 

On July 14th 2015, NASA's New Horizons 

spacecraf t  wi l l  make  the  f i r s t -ever 

encounter with Pluto, its giant moon 

Charon, and ret inue of four smaller 

satellites.  The Pluto system is unlike any 

place previously explored, and promises a 

harvest of spectacular discoveries.  I will 

discuss the many remarkable things that we 

already know about the Pluto system, the 

long journey of New Horizons from 

conception to the launchpad and to Pluto 

and beyond, and how we will use the 

s p a c e c r a f t  t o  r e v o l u t i o n i z e  o u r 

understanding of Pluto and its surroundings.  

 

 

John Spencer is an Institute Scientist at the Southwest Research 

Institute in Boulder, Colorado, and a member of the New 

Horizons science team.  A native of England, he obtained his 

PhD in Planetary Sciences from the University of Arizona in 

1987, and has since worked at the University of Hawaii and at 

Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona (where Pluto was 

discovered) before joining Southwest Research Institute in 2004.  

He studies the moons and other small bodies of the outer solar 

system using ground-based telescopes, the Hubble Space 

Telescope, and close-up spacecraft observations.  He was a 

science team member on the Galileo Jupiter orbiter and 

continues to work on the science team of the Cassini Saturn 

orbiter.  Among other work, he was involved in the discovery of 

current activity on Saturn's moon Enceladus, solving the mystery 

of the black-and-white appearance of Saturn's moon Iapetus, and 

the discovery of oxygen on the surfaces of Jupiter's icy moons. 

New Horizons: On the Threshold of the Pluto System 
John Spencer 
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Telescope Workshop  
When:        Saturday, Aug 9th 

 10:00am - 3:00pm 

Location:  Technical Marine Service, Inc.  

 6040 N. Cutter Circle on Swan Island-Portland 

SIG Leader:  John DeLacy 

Assistant:      Don Peckham 

Email: tw-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm  

Astro-Imaging Special Interest Group 

When:  Wednesday, Aug 13th, 7pm  

 

Location: Oak Hills Church,  

 2800 NW 153rd Ave,  Beaverton 

  

SIG Leader: Greg Marshall 

Email: ai-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm 

Astrophysics / Cosmology SIG 
When:        Wednesday, Jul 23rd 

  7:00pm 

Topic:   TBA 

Presented by:  TBA 

Location:  8012 SE Raymond St., Portland, OR 97206 

SIG Leader:  Viktors Berstis 

Email: cosmology-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm  

 Youth Program 

When:  New Classes Started for 2014, more to come. 

Location: Kennedy School 

See http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/youth/youthAA.htm 

for more information or to sign up. 

 

Leader:  Kathy Kornei 

Email: youth@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm 

New Members Orientation / Introduction to Astronomy 

(alternate months) 

When:      Monday, Jul 21st, 6:30pm (New Members) 

Location:    OMSI Planetarium 

Topic:   TBD  

SIG Leader: Howard Knytych 

Email: newmembers@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm 

Downtowners Luncheon 

When:        Friday, Aug 1st, Noon 

Location: McMenamin’s on Broadway,  

1504 NE Broadway, PDX 

SIG Leader: Margaret Campbell-McCrea 

Email: downtown-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm 

Special Interest Groups 

Welcome: 
 

RCA is powered by volunteers.  If you are interested 
in volunteering for a single event or ongoing pro-
gram, contact the RCA program director.  If you have 
some time and skills but aren't sure where we need 
help, contact volunteer@rosecityastronomers.org 
and we'll find something for you to do. To learn 
about public outreach events and volunteer needs, 
check out upcoming events on the RCA Forum. 

We have begun an "Introduction to Astronomy" series of educational and instructional tutorials 
focused on basic astronomy, equipment and observing skills, geared towards beginners wanting 
to learn the fundamentals of astronomical observing and imaging.  Series will be every-other 
month (alternating with New Member Orientation) in the OMSI Planetarium 6:30 - 7:15 p.m. pre-
ceding General Membership Meeting (third Monday of month).  Instructors will be RCA member-
volunteers.  Format will be interactive presentation and lots of time devoted to Q & A.  Future 
topics will be based on feedback from New Member Orientation meetings and keeping our ears 
open to what new members and other beginners are asking about.  Please let David Nemo or 
Howard Knytych (email on page 3) of interest in any topic. 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/youth/youthAA.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
mailto:volunteer@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/forum/simple/index.php?board=40.0
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/introastro.htm
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RCA Board of Directors 

Elected Officers Name Email Address 

President David Nemo president @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Secretary Duncan Kitchin secretary @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Treasurer Larry Godsey treasurer @ rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Communications Diana Fredlund communications @ rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Membership Ken Hose membership @ rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Observing Steve Weiler observing @ rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Outreach and Education Jim Higgs outreach @ rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Programming Mark Martin program @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Appointed Directors Name Email Address 

Director, Dark Sky Preservation (IDA) Dawn Nilson ida @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, Book Library (Books & Videos) Jan Keiski library @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, New Members Howard Knytych newmembers @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, Newsletter (Rosette Gazette) Scott Kindt editor @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, Merchandise Sales (Merchandise Sales) Craig Hlady  sales @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, Telescope Library (Telescope Library) David Horne telescope @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Director, Youth Program (RCA Youth Program) Kathy Kornei youth @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Other Contacts 

Program / Project / Activity Name Email Address 

Astronomical Imaging Special Interest Group Greg Marshall ai-sig @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Cosmology Special Interest Group Viktors Berstis cosmology-sig @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Downtowners Lunch Special Interest Group Margaret McCrea downtown-sig @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Haggart Observatory Rusty Baumberger haggart @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Magazine Subscriptions (Discount Subscriptions) Larry Godsey magazines @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Observing Site Fund (Site Fund) David Nemo sitefund @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Sister Clubs Margaret McCrea sisterclub @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Starlight Parade Float Sameer Ruiwale starlight @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Telescope Workshop 
John DeLacy 
Don Peckham 

tw-sig @ rosecityastronomers.org 

RCA Member Forum Larry Godsey admin @ rosecityastronomers.org 

Webmaster Larry Godsey webmaster @ rosecityastronomers.org 

ALCOR (Astronomical League Coordinator) Ken Hose alcor @ rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.darksky.org/
http://rosecityastronomers.org/library.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/news/index.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sales.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/scopelibrary/index.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sp/haggart.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/mags/index.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/donate/site.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sister_clubs/index.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://rosecityastronomers.org/forums.htm
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These are the currently scheduled star parties for the 

Rose City Astronomers club for 2014.  As always, 

these are weather dependent. Star parties may be 

rescheduled or cancelled due to various factors.  Re-

schedules may be found here in the newsletter if 

enough advance notice is given.  All updates will be 

posted to the online calendar and on the forum.  Last 

minute cancellations are handled through the forum 

and it’s email system.  Directions for star party loca-

tions can be found online as well. 

July 

Jul 12 (Sat) OMSI Lunar Viewing SP 

Jul 18 (Fri) Haggart Public Night 

Jul 19 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP /  

RCA Summer Picnic 

Jul 25/26 (Fri-Sat) Trout Lake SP 

August 

Aug 12 (Tue) OMSI Perseid Meteor SP 

Aug 16 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Aug 19-24 Oregon Star Party 

Aug 22-23 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP 

Aug 29/30 (Fri/Sat) Mt. St. Helens SP 

September 

Sep 13 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Sep 19/20 (Fri-Sat) Camp Hancock 

Sep 20 (Sat) OMSI Autumnal Equinox SP 

Sep 25-27 (Thu-Sat) Indian Trail Spring SP 

Sep 26 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Sep 27 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

October 

Oct 08 (Wed) OMSI Total Lunar Eclipse SP 

Oct 18 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Oct 23 (Thu) OMSI Partial Solar Eclipse 

Oct 24/25 (Fri-Sat) Maupin SP  

Oct 24 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Oct 25 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

November 

Nov 15 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Nov 21 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Nov 22 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

December 

Dec 13 (Sat) Haggart Public Night 

Dec 19 (Fri) Rooster Rock SP 

Dec 20 (Sat) Stub Stewart SP 

RCA 2014 Star Party Calendar 

 to all our new members! 

Michael Andrews 

Dustin Brace 

Dale Call 

Kathleen Gygi 

John Hahn 

Mark Jurva 

Tyler Kawahara 

Skip Laub 

Sandford Maddox 

Cheryl Mealy 

Francis Meetze 

Michelle Miller 

Joe Minato 

James Prihoda 

Charles Radley 

Jim Reilly 

Chris Schneider 

Jeff Soulages 

Jacob Szeto 

Myles Twete 

Patrick Welsh 

Tammy Williams 

Kay Wyatt 

Kelsey Yocum 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/calendar/
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/forum/simple/
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/index.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/index.htm


orting through the accumulated items
at home often yields an unexpected
number of valuable treasures. Star-
gazers can’t afford to miss the prized

binoculars that once belonged to their par-
ents and relatives. Purchased during the last
20th century for sometimes hefty prices,
these legendary “binocs” are liked by collec-
tors and experts in astronomy for their preci-
sion lenses, molded construction, and fancy
eyepiece adjustments.

Public offerings of classic binoculars rule
the hobby of astronomy. A quick look at
rival catalogs reveals a commercial indul-
gence of different models. Ordinary 7 X 35s
are very common and, arguably, the cheap-
est, best values available in secondhand
equipment. Larger 7 X 50s and stronger
powered versions are also standard to the
canon of past advertisements.

Imported Bushnell, Bausch & Lomb,
Tasco, and Sears binoculars are readily
available and form the core of most collec-
tions. Following closely are fine works by
SPI, Sans & Streiffe, Swift, Selsi, and Jason.
Yet unusual finds do happen, and can in-

clude noteworthy examples from Zeiss, Nip-
pon Kogaku (Nikon), Sard, and Steiner.

An important aspect of binocular acquisi-
tion is provenance or where the item origi-
nated. Almost all older discontinued brands
say either “Japan,” “Made in Japan,” or in-
frequently “Made in Occupied Japan.” Buy-
ing sprees may also earn a few German
glasses, good bets when trained on the stars.
Broadening the appeal of collecting are those
with atypical zoom, ultra-wide angle and
rubber armored features.

Unless documented as an especially valu-
able collectible, secondhand binoculars bring

about $10 to $35 at local auctions and
neighborhood estate sales; alternate garage,
rummage and moving sales, attended by
households with limited funds and other
bargain seekers, offer merchandise at or
below prevailing rates.

Browsing thrift and antique stores is also
an easy way to unearth cheap, pre-owned
pairs. Surprisingly, astronomical grade bin-
oculars in 60mm sizes and up are almost
never encountered when stalking these yard
sales and resale shops. Of course, people that
wish to hunt by personal computer have
online auctions and Craigslist advertisements
as resources.

With vintage binoculars, flawless condi-
tion is a luxury. Buyers are cautioned to look
for obvious defects and wear. An appropriate
checklist should include the following items:
missing parts, inability to focus, worn
enamel or lettering, faded lens coatings,
dents, and mildew from long term storage in
outbuildings. Misalignment in the form of
distorted images is quite common and results
from sudden jarring and rough use.

Mint condition glasses draw covetous
attention. Handled with extreme care for
generations, they are free of any noticeable
signs of damage. The top-quality 9 X 35 bin-

ocular shown at far left was economically
priced at $15. It has fully coated optics and a
wide, evenly illuminated 7.3° field of view.
Because of its low cost, ultra-sharp images
and custom design, the B & L “Discoverer”
remains the author’s unofficial favorite and
best overall find.

Top-ranking pairs by brand name compa-
nies unquestionably offer the clearest views.
Satisfying any critic are those binoculars
from Nikon. The vintage Nippon Kogaku 8
X 30 field glass (center photo) was pur-
chased by its previous owner when stationed
in the military overseas. It fetched a rela-
tively steep $100 when discovered at a local
consignment store. Performance evaluation
on the night sky is extravagant while its
sleek design makes for effortless handling.

Another guarded treasure is the circa 1972
7X-15X35mm “Statesman” zoom binocular
by Jason. The desirable item (below with
receipt) is decorated with multiple decals and
stickers. Found hanging in an everyday junk
shop, it was tagged at less than half the new
cost. Similar high-end models were sold by
many of Jason’s competitors. Tasco’s 1973
catalog, for instance, lists a comparable
zoom edition for $99.95.

In the marketplace, pricing schemes in-
volving classic merchandise are completely
haphazard. The whims of the seller com-
bined with ardent negotiation frequently
dictate the final asking price. This can result
in arbitrary and widely fluctuating values for
the same kind of memorabilia, regardless of
condition. This was demonstrated in the
purchase of several pairs of Bushnell 10 X
50 “Insta-Focus” binoculars. They varied in
cost from $9 to $30, but had no apparent
difference in performance.

Binocular Ownership
Used models are easy to acquire.
By John W. Siple

S
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A bonus for collectors is the Nikon 8 X 30
binocular shown above. Its practical design

and great optics are unbeatable for astronomy.
A slightly more economical glass from Jason
(right) was made decades later and has an

additional fingertip zoom adjustment.

Bausch & Lomb Co. is the market source for
this outstanding pair of 9 X 35 binoculars.



The modest opportunities gained from
shopping bargain outlets allow large quanti-
ties of used optical goods to accumulate. A
comprehensive group of over two dozen
binocular specimens were personally ac-
quired by attending resale events. Most
glasses were made in the 1960s and ’70s,
although a few date from the 1950s.

In the practical 7 X 35 category, important
achievements include hand-held models that
are marked Ranger, Daylight, Jewel, Mer-
cury, Taylor, and Three Star. Breakthrough
finds in the slightly smaller 30mm “general
use” category are those from Wray (Eng-
land), Atlas, and a 1930’s Zeiss “Deltrintem”

pair with full provenance. Binoculars with
50mm lenses, true “night glasses” possessing
powers of 7X or 10X, have alphabetical
inventories of Binolux, Manon, Omega,
Optex, Optica, and Tower. Speaking of mag-
nification, several 20X models were also
located by the author — Swift’s Model No.
788 is the best grade yet discovered.

Surplus glasses from a variety of contrac-
tors flooded the market immediately after the
end of World War II. Built to take extremely
rough handling in outdoor use, these often
weigh 45 ounces or more. The military or
Magna 10 X 50 was found hidden in the
bric-a-brac at a crowded estate sale. A
trademark search shows that it was made by
the Tokyo Optical Co., Ltd.

Representative samples from J.C. Penney,
Wards, Kmart (Focal), Sears, and Tasco are
surprisingly common. If these fit your needs,

then a trip to the pages of an older catalog is
recommended. Inside, series of telescopes,
microscopes and binoculars intersect and
fiercely compete for the customer’s atten-
tion. Binoculars have a major presence and
offer solid values and innovation.

Back in the 1970s, a customer could buy a
nice pair of standard angle 35mm binoculars
for around $20. Fancier units show a jump in
price, growing from a base sum of twenty
dollars to well over $100. Prism binoculars
with larger 50mm lenses augment the picto-
rial ads and effectively peak at the same
general price level.

In the 1976 Spring and Summer catalog,
Wards had its super-wide angle 7 X 35
model listed at $44.50. Their two optional
manual zoom versions with center wheel
focusing have $54 and $69 individual costs,
depending on the power range and field of
view desired. The clients’ selection extended
to dual 7 X 50s and 10 X 50s, essential
glasses for astronomy. These, according to
the literature, give “sharp images in low
light.” Showcased at $34.50 and $38.50,
both binoculars possess basic features only.

The future collector can get some neces-
sary shopping tips by glancing at one of
Tasco’s period catalogs. Established in 1954,
the company’s many illus-
trated layouts have be-
come an iconic reference
source for astronomers
and researchers. Of the
approximately 40 or so
binocular products dis-
played annually, you can
find listings for such best-
sellers as their “Aca-
pulco,” “Seville,” and all-
pro “Touchdown” models.
In the 1973 catalog in-
stallment most of Tasco’s
35mm glasses fall between
$30 and $100, with one
electric zoom advertised at
a whopping $150.

Several unusual items
are also shown in Tasco’s
wonderful gallery of opti-
cal products. A featured
piece is their #490 roof
prism 8 X 56 binocular,
which was priced at $120
during most of the early
1970s. It is described as “a

powerhouse binocular with extra bright
images due to the king size 56mm objective
lenses,” while its unique “new straight-line
optical system permits a sleek, slim silhou-
ette design.”

Among the leaders in industry is Sears,
Roebuck & Co., a firm renowned for its
diverse selection of merchandise. Through-
out its long business reign, the Chicago-
based retail giant supplied the amateur as-
tronomer and naturalist with various types of
hand-held binoculars. Fittingly, they offered
a legion of models that “bring the action up
close and clearly.” (Illustrated above is a 7X-

16X35mm zoom with am-
ber coated optics.)

A representative look at
the company’s 1983 Fall
and Winter sales catalog
has a 40mm wide angle
unit for $60 — the more
mechanically distinctive 10
to 25X zoom model with a
50mm lens was earmarked
higher at $130.

Popular alternatives in
their literature are shown
all during the 1960s and
’70s. Foremost on any col-
lector’s list are Tower pre-
cision binoculars that were
imported directly from
France. This custom Sears
item came in multiple sizes
and powers; featherweight
versions were available at
substantially greater cost.

Kmart and J.C. Penney
have similar but smaller
inventories of night vision
products. They follow a
common pattern in optical
sales — their merchandise
came from the same host
suppliers in Japan. This is
clearly seen in the two 7 X
35 models from Mercury
and Taylor, where only
slight differences appear.

Every binocular sold has
a matching carrying case.
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A zoom binocular that was available from
Sears, Roebuck and Company.

Right: Mercury and Taylor
brand 7 X 35 binoculars
have similar construction

and optics. The war surplus
Magna 10 X 50 field glass
from Japan (above, left) is

of extra durable design.
Unless otherwise noted, all
images are by the author.



These are considered primary accessory
items and come in a wide range of functional
styles. Depending on the cost, materials can
be either vinyl or leather — colors are usu-
ally limited to plain black and various shades
of brown and red.

Cheaper models are fabricated out of imi-
tation leather or reinforced plastic. Soft zip-
per pouches with wrist straps are made for
smaller units only. At the forefront of
graphic design are V-cut split leather cases
with plush velvet-lined interiors. Almost
standard on vintage field models, they impart
an antique look and raise the market appeal.

Bushnell embellished their precision bin-
oculars with a simple, nearly square case.
Black vinyl is the usual construction material
but there are transitions to other colors, fab-
rics and rectangular shapes. The company
decided to keep the same sports case for its
Taiwanese and Korean-made glasses.

The Johnston & Finch extra-wide angle
(10.1° FOV) 7 X 35 binocular with rubber
“bumper” rims is housed in a finely-tooled
leather case. An inside barrier of soft red
cloth prevents rubbing and unsightly scuff
marks. This particular item — another of the
author’s favorites — was priced at $20 when
picked out of the clutter at a professionally-
held estate sale.

About 30 percent of the binoculars pre-
sented in this article are missing their origi-
nal protective cases. This is a common oc-
currence with pre-owned equipment and can
result in a confusing “mix-and-match” phi-
losophy. Lost lens caps are another casualty
of time. Through absentminded storage these
little plastic covers can disappear singly or in
sets, but can be replaced with inexpensive
substitutes. Vanished eyecups and objective
rims are far less a problem but still detract
from the cosmetic value.

Another indispensable source for gaining
knowledge about certain binoculars is lo-
cated in the back issues of Sky & Telescope
and Astronomy magazines. Over their long
reign, a seemingly unlimited number of ne-
cessities for the amateur astronomer have
miraculously appeared. Monthly specials
from Zeiss, Nikon, and Bushnell are regu-
larly incorporated into camera store market
guides, while accompanying pages have
solicitations from such long standing entities
as Celestron, Orion, Edmund, and Meade.

A random chronology reveals an imposing
number of enterprising firms. Lafayette Elec-
tronics had a well-earned reputation for sell-
ing binoculars and small refractor telescopes
during the 1950s and ’60s. Meanwhile, Jae-
gers of Lynbrook, N.Y. promoted its preci-
sion-made night glasses at “low, low prices!”

A glance at the May 1981 issue of Sky &
Telescope reveals an interesting combination
of generic goods. Swift has a giant 11 X 80
comet hunting binocular, while R.V.R. Opti-
cal stocked “every size and style, including
special Giant 6" Models — the absolute
ultimate for comets and spectacular wide-
field observation.”

These larger units pose a real challenge
for the bargain sleuth. Most non-
astronomical suppliers focus their attention
toward sports events and daily nature studies
where light-gathering power isn’t as impor-
tant. A cutoff point seems to be about 50mm.
A higher initial cost plus other considera-

tions make them a scarce sight at yard sale
tables. Other than a contemporary Barska 15
X 70 glass, the author’s only other discovery
of significance in this category has been a
die-cast aluminum Tasco #316 “Super Spot-
ter” 20 X 60mm, which was purchased from
an antique dealership.

A lifetime obsession with astronomy and
science has led many people to the world of
stereoscopic viewing. Temperance is not an
option in binocular ownership, since quality
used glasses are so cheap and plentiful. For
less than $30 per item, the average person
can acquire a suitable collection of binocu-
lar-related paraphernalia for investment and
astronomical enjoyment. Token treasures can
extend to telescopes and other optical items,
paving the way to further collections and
stargazing activities.

Most successful transactions require some
sort of familiarity with binocular history —
this knowledge adds to the fun of the hobby
and can be passed down to offspring and
friends. Traveling a few miles in either direc-
tion from home brings the individual to a
promising number of bargain spots. Every-
one enjoys looking at the tables and shelves
full of trinkets and gently used merchandise.
Given the opportunity, chances are very
good of securing your own great glass from
the 1960s and ’70s.
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Some harder-to-find items: A Remington 9 X
20 pocket glass (far left) is dwarfed in size by
the Sears 35mm rubber-coated binocular at
center. A military surplus monocular (right)

adds variety to collecting.

The maple bookcase below holds numerous
finds from estate and garage sales. Dr. Henry

Paul’s popular book Binoculars and All-
Purpose Telescopes is shown on the top shelf.

This Johnston & Finch binocular is supplied
with a custom leather case.



     About once a century in any galaxy, a star spontaneously 

explodes—so brilliant that for a few days it can outshine all 

other stars in a small home galaxy. Although frequent by 

cosmic standards, supernovae are rare in human terms: 

since the invention of the telescope, none has been seen to 

explode in our Milky Way.  

     So how can astronomers study such catastrophic stellar 

suicides, especially the hours immediately after ignition? 

     Answer: Partner two automated telescopes with real-

time supercomputing to monitor tens of thousands of galax-

ies every night, so that statistically there’s a high chance of 

spotting a star exploding in some galaxy.  

     “Just since April 2009, we’ve discovered over 1,300 

supernovae!” exclaimed Peter Nugent, senior staff scientist 

at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and principal 

investigator of the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) Type Ia 

supernova program (supernovae come in different types).  

 

How it works 

     Atop Palomar Mountain, the Samuel Oschin telescope—

a 48-inch (1.2-meter) Schmidt—acts as an automated wide-

field survey camera, snapping sequential exposures of 8 

square degrees across the night sky. Each minute or so, its 

sensitive CCD 101-megapixel sensor array records stars and 

galaxies as faint as 20th magnitude. 

     Each digital image is instantly beamed to the San Diego 

Supercomputing Center at the University of California, San 

Diego, and then 400+ miles north to the National Energy 

Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) at Law-

rence Berkeley National Laboratory. Within minutes, super-

computers subtract each incoming image from reference 

images, comparing new sources of light to the Sloan Digital 

Sky Survey and other databases. 

     “We collect about 50 gigabyes of raw data per night,” 

Nugent says, “and typically discover about a million things 

that vary. The vast majority of them are ‘garbage’—known 

variable stars, asteroids, etc. But one or two per night are 

young supernovae!” 

     Coordinates of suspected supernovae are forwarded 500 

miles back down to Palomar to a 60-inch photometric tele-

scope for detailed brightness measurements that same 

night—and possibly also to 15 other telescopes around the 

world for spectroscopic observation.  

  

Brilliant discovery 

     The PTF’s most spectacular find so far made newspaper 

headlines last summer: on August 24, 2011, a supernova 

(SN 2011fe) brightening in the Pinwheel Galaxy in Ursa 

Major only 21 million light-years away. The nearest and 

brightest Type Ia supernova to be spotted by the PTF, on 

September 10th, it peaked at visual magnitude 9.9.  

     In a paper published in Nature on December 15th, 2011, 

Nugent and coauthors conclude that SN 2011fe was a white 

dwarf star 1.4 times as massive as the sun, but only the di-

ameter of Earth. It was stealing gas from a close sun-like 

companion until a runaway thermonuclear explosion ig-

nited. Found only 11 hours (plus 21 million years!) after it 

exploded, it was the youngest supernova ever detected. 

               –Trudy E. Bell, M.A. 

Catching stars that go BANG!  

 

AstroShort 

The beautiful Pinwheel Galaxy in the constellation Ursa Major 

(the Big Dipper) is shown the night before supernova SN 2011fe 

exploded on August 22, 2011 (left), half a day after it exploded 

(middle) on August 23, and a day later (right) on August 24 (green 

arrows). The supernova reached maximum brightness on Septem-

ber 10, 2011, and then began fading. It was both the nearest and 

the youngest supernova  discovered by the Palomar Transient 

Factory, being discovered only 11 hours after it detonated.  

The Carver IBM iDataPlex supercomputer at NERSC at Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory does much of the real-time analysis 

of images for the PTF, comparing digital images taken with the 48

-inch Samuel Oschin telescope on Mount Palomar with reference 

images to identify supernovae. It found SN 2011fe.  

The University of California High-Performance AstroComputing Center (UC-HIPACC), based at 
the University of California, Santa Cruz, is a consortium of nine University of California cam-
puses and three Department of Energy laboratories (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory, and Los Alamos National Laboratory). UC-HiPACC fosters collabora-
tions among researchers at the various sites by offering travel and other grants, co-sponsoring 
conferences, and drawing attention to the world-class resources for computational astronomy 
within the University of California system. More information appears at http://hipacc.ucsc.edu .  
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July 2014 

July 07 Monday Board Meeting OMSI Classroom 1 7pm 

July 09 Wednesday Astro-Imaging SIG Oak Hills Church, 2800 NW 153rd Ave,  Beaverton 7pm 

July 11 Friday Downtowner’s Luncheon  McMenamin’s 1504 NE Broadway, PDX Noon 

July 12 Saturday Telescope Workshop Technical Marine Service Building 10am-3pm 

July 12 Saturday OMSI Public Star Party Rooster Rock and Stub Stewart State Parks Dusk 

July 18 Saturday Haggart Public Night Haggart Observatory Dusk 

July 19 Friday RCA Picnic/Star Party Stub Stewart State Park Evening 

July 20 Sunday OMSI Astronomy Day OMSI All Day 

July 21 Monday New Member Orientation OMSI Planetarium 6:30pm 

July 21 Monday General Meeting OMSI Auditorium 7:30pm 

July 22-27 Tue-Sun Table Mtn. Star Party Eden Valley Guest Ranch, Oroville, WA  

July 23 Wednesday Cosmology SIG 
Firland Apartments Community Room 

8012 SE Raymond St., Portland, OR  
7pm 

July 25-July 27 Fri-Sun Trout Lake Star Party Flattop Sno Park near Trout Lake WA Evening 

 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org 

Rose City Astronomers 

Oregon Museum of Science and Industry 

1945 SE Water Ave 

Portland, OR 97214-3356 

August 2014 

Aug 01 Friday Downtowner’s Luncheon  McMenamin’s 1504 NE Broadway, PDX Noon 

Aug 04 Monday Board Meeting OMSI Classroom 1 7pm 

Aug 09 Saturday Telescope Workshop Technical Marine Service Building 10am-3pm 

Aug 12 Tuesday OMSI Perseid Meteor SP Stub Stewart and Rooster Rock State Parks Dusk 

Aug 13 Wednesday Astro-Imaging SIG Oak Hills Church, 2800 NW 153rd Ave,  Beaverton 7pm 

Aug 16 Saturday Haggart Public Night Haggart Observatory Dusk 

Jun 18 Monday Intro to Astronomy OMSI Planetarium 6:30pm 

Jun 18 Monday General Meeting OMSI Auditorium 7:30pm 

Aug 19-24 Tue-Sun Oregon Star Party Indian Trail Springs, Ochoco National Forest  

Aug 20 Wednesday Cosmology SIG *** CANCELLED THIS MONTH***  

Aug 22-24 Fri-Sun Maupin Star Party Wapinita Airstrip near Maupin OR Evening 

Aug 29-31 Fri-Sun Mt. St. Helens Star Party Mt. St. Helens - TBD, check website for updates. Dusk 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://www.omsi.edu/starparties
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/r_rock_rca.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/stub_rca.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/haggart.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/stub_rca.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/stub_rca.htm
https://www.omsi.edu/events/astronomy-day/072014
https://www.omsi.edu/
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/speaker
http://www.tmspa.com/
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/trout_lake.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://www.omsi.edu/starparties
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/stub_omsi.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/r_rock.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/haggart.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/introastro.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/speaker
http://www.oregonstarparty.org/
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/its.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/maupin.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/mtsthelens.htm



